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Before you start
We are delighted that you will be joining the HegartyMaths platform this year and are
confident that if you put in hard work - you will be rewarded and improve at maths.
Before you start it’s important you understand our simple philosophy:

Belief + Hard work + Support = Success
Let’s start with Belief:
You need to believe that
you CAN DO it! Learning
maths is just like
learning anything. You
need to practise and
always put in effort.
When it gets difficult
(and it will…) you need to
remember that millions
of people will have had
the same struggle you had, but they overcame it by not giving up.

Now for Hard Work:
Trying your best and always
putting in effort is crucial to
the process. You need to
ensure you attempt all tasks
and work hard at maths. Who
knows? If you didn’t enjoy it
before, maybe this is your
chance to chance your views of
it learn one of the most
rewarding disciplines. And if you do enjoy it, then this is a fantastic opportunity to
master it.
We will Support you:
HegartyMaths is
totally committed to
helping students
improve at maths.
Whenever you are
stuck we hope that
we will be there to
support you when you
need it most.
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Logging in

Go to
www.hegartymaths.com
& click Student log in.

Enter your school
name correctly and
select it.

Make sure these
are accurate.

Set and confirm your
own password.
Remember to write it in
your maths book and
planner!
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Accessing a task
No

Has your teacher set you work?

Yes

Your homework will
be found in the My
Tasks page.

You can Search for
a task or Choose
lesson.
You can view all
tasks completed
before in My
Scores.

Click on the task to take it again and try
to improve your score.

If you have no tasks
you can always
Request more from
your teacher.
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Watch the video carefully taking
the best notes you can. Use lots of
colour and work hard to follow
each example. Replay anything
you might be unsure of.

Doing a task

Work on your Building blocks. If you struggle with the video then
improving these will help you access the task better. Aim to make
all building blocks 100%.

No
Did you understand the video?

Great homework checklist

Yes

WWW EBI

I write the title, date and HW for all my tasks
I take full notes from the video
I try to model my work the way I was shown in the video
I use a ruler a pencil for all diagrams
I write every question and full solution in my book
I mark my work as I go
When I get an incorrect answer, I try to correct this in a different colour pen
I write my score in my book at the end of the quiz

What score did you
get in the quiz?
Below 70%

100%
70 - 99%

Great effort! Why not try
the next HW or improve
some of your other scores.
Try the quiz again and
work hard to learn from
any previous mistakes.

Don’t give up. If you have taken full notes of the video, worked on your building blocks and you're still
struggling then leave comments for your teacher to ask for help. It's important you make sure you ask
your teacher for help to make sure you can eventually get 100%.

